In this contribution we revisit the lattice discretization of the topological charge for abelian lattice field theories. The construction departs from an initially non-compact discretization of the gauge fields and after absorbing 2π shifts of the gauge fields leads to a generalized Villain action that also includes the topological term. The topological charge in two, as well as in four dimensions can be expressed in terms of only the integer-valued Villain variables. We test various properties of the topological charge and in particular analyze the index theorem in two dimensions and discuss the Witten effect in 4-d. As an application of our formulation we present results from a simulation of the 2-d U(1) gauge Higgs model at vacuum angle θ = π, where we use a suitable worldline/worldsheet representation to overcome the complex action problem at non-zero θ .
Introduction
Topological terms are an important and highly interesting aspect of many gauge theories with a wide range of applications from low-dimensional effective field theories for condensed matter systems to topological properties of QCD. However, topological terms also pose a considerable challenge because their physics is non-perturbative in nature and suitable techniques need to be devised for exploring their role in various systems. In principle the lattice formulation is a powerful non-perturbative tool but clearly the lattice discretization of topological terms is non-trivial because key properties of the various topological terms in the continuum rely on the differentiability of the gauge fields, a concept obviously absent on the lattice.
In this contribution we report on a program [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] where we revisit the problem of formulating topological terms for abelian gauge theories by exploring the option of using an initially non-compact formulation. This program is based on the lattice discretization which implements the continuum symmetries correctly (see [3] for details). Our construction in [3] departs from a non-compact formulation of the Abelian gauge theories on the lattice (i.e., the R-gauge theory), which has a larger center symmetry group than the compact counterparts, namely R instead of U(1) 1 . The center symmetry is then gauged by a discrete 2-form gauge field, whose purpose it is to absorb the shifts from the parameterization of the compact gauge links that couple to matter fields. The construction leads to a generalized Villain action for the gauge fields with a natural introduction of the topological charge as a functional of the Villain auxiliary variables [3, 5] .
For a further analysis of the properties of the new definition of the topological charge with our discretization [3] , we explored the manifestation of the index theorem on the lattice in [4] . In a short section we here report on our results for the index theorem, which indicate that also this conceptually important link for the interaction of fermions with topological objects is implemented correctly by our discretization.
In an application of the new formalism for topological terms in 2-d we analyzed the U(1) gauge Higgs system with a topological term at vacuum angle θ = π for a 1-component Higgs field [1, 2] . In the continuum this model is invariant under charge conjugation for θ = π (and also for the trivial value θ = 0) and the corresponding Z 2 symmetry can be broken spontaneously in 2-d. Our discretization implements this symmetry exactly on the lattice, a prerequisite for a reliable study of the corresponding phase diagram. In addition our formulation allows for a representation in terms of worldlines and worldsheets which overcomes the complex action problem, the second necessary ingredient for a Monte Carlo analysis. We briefly summarize the lattice discretization as well as the worldline/worldsheet representation, and then discuss recent results of the numerical analysis of the 2-component model [6] which extends the 1-component analysis [1, 2] .
Finally we give a short preview of an upcoming paper [5] where we will discuss in detail the 4-d case already briefly addressed in [3] . The challenge there is to control the monopoles that are plaguing the compact formulation. We show that this can be done in a consistent way with our formulation [3] which allows one to construct a suitable topological term in 4-d. We test properties of the topological term and show that it correctly reproduces the Witten effect [3, 5] .
Discretization of gauge fields and topological terms in 2-d
We start our presentation of the lattice discretization of U(1) gauge fields with a topological term by defining the corresponding 2-d theory in the continuum to set our notation. The continuum action with a topological term is given by
The integrals are over the 2-torus T 2 and differentiable gauge field configurations A µ (x) can be classified by their integer-valued topological charge Q ∈ Z. The gauge fields may be coupled to bosonic or fermionic matter fields by replacing the derivatives ∂ µ in the matter field action by the covariant derivative
which requires the gauge fields to transform as
Let us now come to our new proposal for the lattice discretization. The first part of this discussion is valid for arbitrary dimensions d ≥ 2 and only when we discuss the topological charge Q[A] will we switch to d = 2 in this section. The topological term in d = 4 dimensions is discussed in a later section below.
To be specific, we work on a d-dimensional lattice of size V = N 1 × N 2 × ... × N d where d is considered to be the time direction. All lattice fields have periodic boundary conditions, except for fermion fields which are anti-periodic in time direction and periodic in all other directions. When discretizing the theory on the lattice the derivatives of the matter fields are implemented as nearest neighbor differences. In order to maintain gauge invariance the products of fields at nearest neighbor sites are connected with the link variables U x,µ , giving rise to terms such as
In a compact lattice discretization the gauge action is constructed directly from the U(1)valued gauge links U x,µ , giving rise to, e.g., the Wilson plaquette action. For the discussion of our lattice discretization we decompose the lattice gauge fields A x,µ ∈ R in the form
The values of a x,µ clearly change the link variables U x,µ = e i A x,µ = e i a x,µ , while U x,µ is invariant under the choice of the shifts labelled by k x,µ ∈ Z. For defining the field strength tensor we discretize the continuum expression ∂ µ A ν (x) − ∂ ν A µ (x) in the form of the lattice exterior derivative (d A) x,µν defined as
Obviously our candidate for the lattice field strength (d A) x,µν is not invariant under the shifts with the variables k x,µ under which it may pick up additive terms that are integer multiples of 2π. We can restore this invariance by gauging the exterior derivative and defining the field strength for our discretization in the form
where the plaquette-based fields n x,µν ∈ Z are summed over all integers. Clearly this prescription eats up the terms (d k) x,µν that emerge from the shifts with the k x,µ that do not change the link variables. We have already remarked that the construction with removing the contributions from the shifts with a new plaquette-based field n x,µν has the structure of implementing a gauge invariance (not to be confused with the original gauge invariance) and for a discussion of various aspects of this gauge invariance see [3, 7] and references therein.
Since the contributions of the shifts were removed with the new variables n x,µν we can drop these contributions in our definition of the field strength and finally define it as F x,µν = (d a) x,µν + 2π n x,µν .
(2.6)
The gauge action without topological term can thus be defined as
where β = 1/e 2 and the n x,µν are summed over all integers. This form of the lattice action is known as the Villain action [8] and subsequently we will refer to the n x,µν ∈ Z as the Villain variables.
Finally we can address the topological charge Q, and as already announced in this section we now switch to d = 2 dimensions for this discussion. Similar to the gauge action in (2.7) we define it in analogy to the continuum form (2.1) as a sum over all lattice sites In the last sum we used the fact that the sum of the exterior derivative (d a) x,12 over a lattice without boundaries vanishes (note that we use periodic boundary conditions which gives the lattice the topology of the 2-torus T 2 ). Thus the topological charge in 2 dimensions is simply the sum over the Villain variables n x,12 and thus Q is an integer by definition. We conclude the construction of our discretization of 2-d U(1) lattice gauge theory with a topological term by stating the path integral measure for the gauge fields which is given by (note that this is the form valid for arbitrary dimensions)
.
The path integral measure is a sum over all configurations of the Villain variables n x,µν ∈ Z and an integral over all a x,µ ∈ [−π, π] which for later convenience we normalize by 2π.
Putting things together we find the partition sum of 2-d U(1) lattice gauge theory with a topological term in the form,
with F 12 = (d a + 2π n) x,µν .
Testing the index theorem for the topological charge
Having defined the new discretization and identified the form of the topological charge as the sum over the Villain variables, we now test properties of the topological charge and in particular explore if the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [9] is implemented correctly. The index theorem is the key relation for the interaction of topological objects with fermions and a proper lattice discretization of the topological charge must suitably implement the index theorem. The corresponding study has been presented in [4] and we briefly summarize the main findings here.
The index theorem links the difference of left-and right-handed zero modes of the Dirac operator to the topological charge,
where n + (n − ) are the number of zero modes that are positive (negative) eigenstates of γ 5 . Note that in 2 dimensions the so-called vanishing theorem in addition states that only one of the two numbers n + , n − can be different from zero [10, 11, 12] . For our analysis of the index theorem we need a chiral version of the lattice Dirac operator D ov and thus use the overlap operator [13, 14] defined as,
Here σ µ are the Pauli matrices and as before U x,µ = e i a x,µ . For any operator that obeys the Ginsparg-Wilson relation (which is the case for the overlap operator) we can write the rhs. of the index theorem (3.1) in the form
which constitutes the so-called fermionic definition of the topological charge [15] that here will be denoted as Q F . The definition of the topological charge as the sum of the Villain variables, which we discussed in the previous section, will be referred to as Q V , i.e.,
and we consider the index theorem correctly implemented when Q V = Q F in the continuum limit. In addition to Q V and Q F we study yet another definition of the topological charge which can be constructed for our formulation as follows: We may sum up the Villain variables on every plaquette and in this way identify a summed Boltzmann factor B[a] β ,θ that is a functional of only the configurations of the fields a x,µ ∈ [−π, π] and depends on the parameters β and θ . Using this we can write the partition function of pure gauge theory in the following form: 12 +2π n x,12 2 e i θ n x,12 .
(3.6)
It is rather straightforward to implement a Monte Carlo update 2 with the Boltzmann factor B[a] β ,θ , since a change of some field variable a x,µ only affects the 2 plaquettes that contain the link (x, µ).
Only for these plaquettes the Boltzmann factor needs to be evaluated in a Metropolis step and the corresponding fast converging sums over the n x,µν can be computed with high accuracy at a reasonable numerical cost. A topological charge for the discretization based on the formulation (3.6) with summed Boltzmann factors can be obtained as the derivative of ln B[a] β ,θ with respect to θ evaluated at θ = 0. We refer to this definition of the topological charge as Q S , and find
While the definition Q V in Eq. (3.5) depends only on the Villain variables n x,12 , the definition Q S is a functional of only the a x,µ . Furthermore, is is obvious that Q S is not an integer and part of the numerical analysis below will be devoted to establishing that Q S becomes concentrated on integers when we approach the continuum limit.
For the numerical analysis of the topological charge definitions and the index theorem we use quenched simulations with the Villain action on lattices with sizes ranging from V = 8 2 to V = 24 2 with statistics of typically 10 5 configurations. The algorithm we use is a local Monte Carlo step that alternates sweeps of updates of the a x,µ and of the Villain variables n x,12 . In addition we perform simulations with the same parameters also for the version with the summed Boltzmann factors as discussed above. The continuum limit is approached by sending both β → ∞ and V → ∞ by keeping the dimensionless ratio R = V /β fixed, i.e., we approach the continuum limit with a fixed physical volume. More specifically we use three different values of R, R = 32, R = 64 and R = 128, which correspond to continuum limits at different physical volumes.
We begin our numerical analysis with studying the properties of the definition Q S of the topological charge. It was already pointed out that Q S is not an integer but is expected to become concentrated on integers when the continuum limit is approached. In Fig. 1 we show histograms for the distribution of the values of Q S from our R = 64 ensembles. In the lhs. plot we show the distribution for β = 1.0 with V = 8 × 8, while the rhs. plot is closer to the continuum limit with β = 2.25 and V = 12 × 12. While for the β = 1.0 configurations we still find some configurations with values of Q outside the bins at the integers, the rhs. plot for β = 2.25 shows that all histogram entries have become concentrated on integers as expected.
Let us now come to the assessment of the index theorem for our quenched ensembles. For each configuration we exactly solve the eigenvalue problem for the Hermitian matrix γ 5 A (see Eq. (3.2)) using linear algebra packages. From that we construct the overlap operator using its spectral representation and subsequently determine the zero modes that we need for the definition of Q F . In addition we compute Q V and Q S for each configuration and compare these values to Q F . To quantify the violation of the index theorem based on Q V we determine the fraction ∆ of configurations where Q V and Q F give different results. For Q S we first round to the nearest integer before we compute the fraction ∆ for the mismatch of Q S and Q F . In the lhs. plot of Fig. 2 we show our results for the mismatch ∆ between Q V and Q F , while the rhs. shows ∆ for Q S and Q F . We plot ∆ as a function of the inverse gauge coupling β and show the results for all values of the ratio R we considered. For small values of β we observe a sizable fraction of mismatch, but it is obvious that ∆ decreases quickly as β is increased, and above β ∼ 2.5 the values of ∆ are essentially 0 for both definitions Q V and Q S and all three ratios R. Thus we conclude that the index theorem is obeyed in the continuum limit for both Q V and Q S .
The 2-d U(1) gauge Higgs model with topological term and its worldline/worldsheet representation
We now come to the discussion of systems where our gauge action with topological term is coupled to matter fields. More specifically we consider the 2-d U(1) gauge Higgs model with two flavors and a topological term, where we describe the gauge degrees of freedom with the formalism developed in Section 2. The partition sum of the gauge Higgs model reads
with the gauge action, the topological charge and the Higgs field action given by
The two flavors of scalars are described by φ x , χ x ∈ C and couple to the gauge degrees of freedom. via the gauge links U x,µ = e ia x,µ as discussed in Section 2. M = 4 + m 2 combines the constant term of the discretization of the Laplace operator with the mass parameter m 2 which we choose equal for the two flavors. λ is the coupling for the quartic self interaction of the two flavors where we also introduced a mixing parameter g ≥ −1. The corresponding path integral measures are defined as
We remark that it is straightforward to reduce the model to only a single flavor by dropping all terms that contain χ x . The U(1) gauge Higgs models with a topological term are particularly interesting because they are related to half-integer spin chains at θ = π, and obey interesting constraints on their IR physics coming from 't Hooft anomaly matching [7, 16, 17] . Charge conjugation is implemented in our lattice discretization by the following transformations,
While the gauge and Higgs field action are invariant under charge conjugation the topological charge Q[n] changes its sign. Since in our formulation Q[n] is an integer and enters the partition sum (4.1) in the form e i θ Q[n] it is obvious that the two values θ = 0 and θ = π are the two points where the system is invariant under charge conjugation. θ = 0 is the trivial implementation, but for θ = π the Z 2 charge conjugation symmetry (4.5) can be broken spontaneously. A study of the corresponding physics in the one-flavor model has been presented in [1, 2] and in the next section we will discuss first results for the two-flavor case. Before we can discuss numerical results we need to address the complex action problem of the partition sum (4.1). It is obvious that for θ = 0 the Boltzmann factor is complex and cannot be used as a probability in a Monte Carlo simulation. However, also with the our gauge field discretization the model has an exact mapping [1, 2, 3] to a real and positive representation in terms of worldlines and worldsheets 3 .
The worldline representation uses link-based flux variables j x,µ , k x,µ ∈ Z for describing the Higgs field degrees of freedom. The gauge degrees of freedom are described by plaquette occupation numbers p x ∈ Z, which in 2-d we can label by the coordinate x of the site in the lower left corner of the plaquette. In the worldline/worldsheet form of the partition function we sum over all configurations of these variables and introduce
(4.6)
The sums over the fluxes and plaquette occupation numbers are subject to constraints and each admissible configuration comes with real and positive weight factors, such that the partition function is given by (we here denote the Kronecker delta with δ ( j) ≡ δ j,0 )
The weight factor W g [p] for the configurations of the plaquette occupation numbers depends on the inverse gauge coupling β and the topological angle θ ,
(4.8)
The plaquette occupation numbers are Gauss-distributed and the topological angle has the effect of shifting the center of the Gaussian. We stress that θ = 0 and θ = π are symmetry points of the distribution corresponding to p x → −p x for θ = 0 and p x → −p x − 1 for θ = π, which together with j x,µ → − j x,µ , k x,µ → −k x,µ implement the trivial (θ = 0) and the non-trivial (θ = π) charge conjugation symmetry in the worldline/worldsheet representation.
For the configurations of the fluxes j x,µ and k x,µ , which describe the Higgs fields in the worldline representation, the weight factor W h [ j, k] is given by
These weight factors are sums over unconstrained auxiliary link-based variables j x,µ , k x,µ ∈ N 0 with ∑ { j,k} ≡ ∏ x,µ ∑ j x,µ ∈N 0 ∑ k x,µ ∈N 0 that may be treated with standard Monte Carlo methods. The integrals I( f , g) obviously take into account the on-site terms of the action (4.3). For the simulation purposes these are numerically pre-computed and stored for sufficiently many values of the integers f x and g x that are combinations of the flux and auxiliary variables for the two flavors.
Finally we need to discuss the constraints that have to be obeyed by admissible configurations of the flux variables j x,µ , k x,µ and the plaquette occupation numbers p x . In the partition sum (4.7) the constraints are implemented with products of Kronecker deltas and we can distinguish two types of constraints. The first set of constraints are zero divergence constraints for the flux variables which have the form
(4.10)
These constraints require flux conservation of the j x,µ and the k x,µ at every site, such that in admissible configurations of the flux variables these must form closed loops. The second constraint comes from gauge invariance and for every link of the lattice requires that the total flux from the two plaquette occupation numbers attached to that link and the combined jand k-flux vanishes. The worldline/worldsheet representation (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) can be obtained by using high temperature expansion techniques for the gauge-and Higgs field Boltzmann factors, essentially following the strategy developed for the 4-d case [20, 21, 22, 23] . For treating the topological term in the mapping to the worldline/worldsheet representation one uses Poisson resummation, which gives rise to the gauge field weight factors (4.8) . For details we refer to [1, 2, 3] .
Let us finally discuss observables in the worldline/worldsheet representation. Here we focus on simple bulk observables and their moments which can be obtained as derivatives of ln Z with respect to the parameters. When the worldline/worldsheet representation is used for Z the derivatives generate the observables directly in terms of the flux variables and plaquette occupation numbers.
First and second derivatives of ln Z with respect to the topological angle θ generate the expectation values of the topological charge density q with q = Q/V , as well as the topological susceptibility χ t . A few lines of algebra lead to (note that for χ t an irrelevant additive constant was dropped),
In the two flavor model the quartic term in the Higgs action (4.3) allows for different types of flavor symmetries depending on the couplings λ and g. Thus an interesting question is to analyze possible flavor symmetry breaking and for such an analysis we introduce the flavor symmetry breaking parameter c ≡ |ϕ x | 2 − |ρ x | 2 and the corresponding susceptibility χ c . To generate these observables from ln Z we allow for two different mass parameters M ϕ and M χ , compute the necessary first and second derivatives with respect to M ϕ and M χ and subsequently set M ϕ = M χ = M. Again we arrive at the corresponding worldline/worldsheet representation after a few lines of algebra,
and a similar expression in terms of moments of I( f x , g x ) can be obtained for the corresponding flavor breaking symmetry susceptibility χ c . Finally we will also consider the Binder cumulant U t for the topologogical charge and the Binder cumulant U c for the flavor breaking observable,
and for the necessary observables we may obtain the corresponding worldline/worldsheet representations by suitable combinations of derivatives of ln Z with respect to the parameters.
Numerical study of the 2-d gauge Higgs models at θ = π
Having discussed the 2-d U(1) gauge Higgs model in its worldline/worldsheet representation that overcomes the complex action problem, we now come to the discussion of selected preliminary numerical results 4 for the 2-flavor model at vacuum angle θ = π. As we have already discussed, at θ = π the model implements charge conjugation symmetry as a Z 2 symmetry in a non-trivial way. For the 1-flavor 2-d U(1) gauge Higgs model we have shown that this symmetry can be broken spontaneously with the mass parameter M being the coupling that drives the transition [1, 2] and the expectation value of the topological charge density q as the corresponding order parameter. In the 2-flavor model the deformation parameter g in the quartic 2-flavor self interaction term λ |ϕ x | 4 + 2g|ϕ x | 2 |χ x | 2 + |χ x | 4 in the Higgs action (4.3) of the model allows one to control the symmetry of the model. While for g = 1 the symmetry is the full SO(3) flavor symmetry, for g = 1 the flavor symmetry is reduced to 5 O(2) ⊂ SO(3). Thus we expect that g is a relevant coupling for driving a spontaneous breaking of flavor symmetry, with the flavor breaking observable c as the corresponding order parameter. Indeed, a classical analysis [6] indicates that in the M-g phase diagram three different phases can be expected that are characterized by charge and flavor symmetry.
The numerical analysis [6] will map out the details of the phase diagram and explore the nature of the critical lines. Here we present some preliminary results for the M-g phase diagram and characterize the phases with respect to their symmetries.
Our Monte Carlo simulation is based on the worldline/worldsheet representation discussed in the previous section and uses different types of updates, which are combined to reduce autocorrelations. For the unconstrained dual variables j x,µ , k x,µ ∈ N 0 we simply use local Metropolis updates. The constrained variables j x,µ , k x,µ , p x ∈ N 0 we update such that the constraints are automatically fulfilled. This is done locally by inserting a closed loop of jor k-flux around a plaquette and changing the plaquette occupation number p x to compensate the loop-induced link flux. To reduce critical slowing down we add the surface worm algorithm presented in [20] . For full ergodicity we include a second worm update which creates closed charge-neutral worms by jointly propagating a combination of both fluxes j x,µ and k x,µ through the lattice, thus allowing for the possibility of double loops for both flavors jointly winding around the periodic boundaries. Additional decorrelation is achieved by explicitly using the Z 2 symmetries as global updates as well as offering a global change of all plaquette occupation numbers.
In our simulations we typically use 5 × 10 5 equilibration sweeps before performing measurements. The accumulated statistics depends on the lattice size and the proximity to the critical lines and varies between 10 4 and 10 7 measurements which are decorrelated by 10 to 100 update sweeps. To be able to resolve the peaks of the susceptibility and Binder cumulant intersections with good precision we use a multiple histogram reweighting technique, where we perform simulations at around 5 parameter values in the critical region. The statistical errors of the simulations were computed with a Jackknife analysis.
In order to determine the critical lines in the M-g phase diagram we use horizontal (g fixed, M variable) and vertical cuts (g variable, M fixed) and study observables as a function of the respective variable coupling. The observables for locating the transition lines are the peak positions of the order parameter susceptibilities, as well as the size-independent points of the Binder cumulants of the order parameters at the critical points.
In Fig. 3 we show first results for the phase diagram as a function of the mass parameter M and the deformation parameter g. The peak locations of the topological susceptibility χ t and the flavor breaking susceptibility χ c were measured on a V = 48 2 lattice, while we determined the size independent point of the Binder cumulants U t and U c by taking the intersections of curves measured on V = 32 2 and V = 48 2 lattices. We find that the different determinations of the transition lines agree very well, but of course there will be residual finite volume corrections 6 that will slightly shift the positions of the phase boundaries. For g > 1 and small values of M, i.e., the green area in Fig. 3 , flavor symmetry is spontaneously broken, while for large values of M (red area) the charge conjugation symmetry is broken spontaneously. For values g < 1 and small values of M (blue area) both symmetries are intact and the system is in a compact massless scalar phase.
As already mentioned, the phase boundaries in Fig. 3 are still subject to finite size effects such that shifts of the critical lines are to be expected. In order to give a more detailed picture of our methodology, in Fig. 4 we explicitly demonstrate the analysis for two critical points in the phase diagram. On the left hand side we focus on the crossing of the critical line at fixed M = 1.8 by varying the deformation parameter g, i.e., a vertical cut. We observe a spontaneous breaking of the flavor symmetry as a function of g and show the flavor breaking susceptibility As expected, we observe peaks in the susceptibilities which slowly converge towards smaller values of g, giving an increasingly precise estimate for the critical point. The Binder cumulant U c plotted for different volumes shows the expected behavior of vanishing in the symmetric phase and approaching a value of 2/3 in the broken phase. In between, at g ≈ 1, there is a universal point where U c does not scale, providing an estimate for the critical point which has only very small finite size corrections. On the right hand side we show results for a horizontal cut at fixed g = 5 where the phase boundary is crossed when varying the mass parameter M. The flavor symmetry is spontaneously broken for small values of M, while for large values of M charge conjugation symmetry is broken. We show results for both susceptibilities, i.e., the flavor breaking susceptibility χ c (rhs. top) and the topological susceptibility χ t (rhs. bottom) on different volumes V = L 2 . We observe that the locations of the peaks of χ c and χ t approximately coincide and approach each other in the thermodynamic limit.
In our upcoming study [6] we will present a detailed finite size scaling analysis of our observables across the three different branches of the phase boundaries in Fig. 3 . Based on this analysis we attempt a determination of the type of phase transitions and compare the emerging physical picture at θ = π with the situation without topological term, i.e., the model at θ = 0.
Abelian topological terms in 4-d
In this section we now have a brief look at the lattice construction of the abelian topological charge via the construction [3] in 4 dimensions [5] . The corresponding continuum expression is
The strategy for the construction of the 4-d topological charge will be as in the 2-d case, namely to use our lattice definition of the field strength from Eq. (2.6), i.e., F x,µν = (d a) x,µν + 2π n x,µν in a suitable discretization of the continuum form (6.1). However, before we can write down the lattice expression for Q we need to have another look at the role of the Villain variables n x,µν ∈ Z in 4 dimensions. The n x,µν were introduced to remove the contributions (d k) x,µν to the field strength F x,µν , which emerge from the shifts 2πk x,µ in the parameterization (2.3) of the non-compact fields A x,µ . Since the n x,µν only need to remove terms of the form (d k) x,µν , the n x,µν do not need to be general but can be restricted themselves. In particular we can implement the so-called closedness constraint
since also the terms (d k) x,µν obey (d(d k)) x,µνρ = 0 because of d 2 = 0. Here we use the general definition of the exterior derivative d (see, e.g., [24, 25] ) that turns a field f x,µ 1 ... µ r−1 with r − 1 indices (a so-called (r − 1)-form) into a field (d f ) x,µ 1 ... µ r with r indices (an r-form),
where µ o j indicates that µ j has been dropped from the list of indices. It is easy to show the identity d 2 = 0 from the definition (6.3).
The closedness constraint (6.2) requires that for all 3-cubes (x, µ < ν < ρ) of the lattice the oriented sum over the Villain variables n x,µν on the plaquettes of the cube vanishes 7 . We remark that the closedness constraint (6.2) corresponds to the absence of monopoles, an aspect that we will discuss in more detail below.
Taking into account the closedness constraint we may formulate the partition sum of pure U(1) gauge theory in the form
where the measure ∑ {n} D[a] was defined in (4.4), and the closedness constraint has been implemented with a product of Kronecker deltas over all cubes, where again we denote the Kronecker delta with δ ( j) ≡ δ j,0 . Having augmented the 4-d partition sum with the closedness constraint for the Villain variables we can now define the topological charge in our formulation [3] ,
x,µν + 2π n x,µν . (6.5) 7 Note that in 2-d we do not have cubes, such that in Section 2 there is no equivalent of the discussion here in 4-d. Obviously the definition of the topological charge is a simple discretization of the continuum expression (6.1) with the only subtle point that the second field strength vector is shifted by −ρ −σ , which has the interpretation of a product of F x,µν on a plaquette (x, µν) with the corresponding dual field strength on the plaquette dual to (x, µν) [3] . Note that we have partially ordered the sum of the Lorentz indices which alters the pre-factor. And we also stress once more, that the definition of the topological charge (6.5) is understood with the condition that the Villain variables obey the closedness constraint.
Using the closedness constraint we can now discuss features of Q[F] and show that it has indeed the topological properties we expect. In a straightforward but somewhat lengthy calculation [5] one can show that Q[F] is invariant when adding an arbitrary exterior derivative (d B) x,µν to the field strength F x,µν ,
where B x,µ is an arbitrary link-based field. It is important to stress that this property only holds when the Villain variables n x,µν in F x,µν = (d a) x,µν + 2π n x,µν obey the closedness condition (6.2). The result (6.6) implies that Q[F] is independent of the exterior derivative (d a) x,µν in F x,µν = (d a) x,µν + 2π n x,µν , which can be seen by setting B x,µ = −a x,µ . As a consequence, like in the 2-d case, also in 4-d the topological charge depends only on the Villain variables n x,µν and we find (under the assumption (d n) x,µνρ = 0),
To establish that Q[2π n] is integer-valued we now invoke the Hodge decomposition (see, e.g., [24, 25] ) which states that an arbitrary r-form can be written as the sum of the exterior derivative of an (r − 1)-form, the boundary of an (r + 1)-form and a harmonic r-form h which obeys d h = 0. Using the fact that the Villain variables obey (d n) x,µνρ = 0 and thus have no boundary contribution, we can write our Villain variables as n x,µν = (d l) x,µν + h x,µν , (6.8)
where l x,µ ∈ Z is an integer-valued link field, which due to d 2 l = 0 does not contribute to d n. The harmonic contributions can be written in the form (µ < ν)
N ρ and N σ are the lattice extents in the ρ-and σ -directions and δ (4) x,y denotes the 4-dimensional Kronecker delta. Thus h x,µν vanishes everywhere except on all µ-ν plaquettes (x, µν) that have their root site x in the ρ-σ plane that is orthogonal to the µ-ν plane and contains the origin, where it has a constant value ω µν ∈ Z. For all other plaquettes h x,µν = 0. It is easy to check that the harmonics are closed forms, i.e., (d h) x,µνρ = 0, and that they can not be written as an exterior derivative of an (r − 1)-form. The choice of the h x,µν is not unique, as they can always be deformed by adding an arbitrary exterior derivative.
Inserting the representation (6.8), (6.9) into the topological charge definition (6.7) one finds Q[2π n] = Q[2π h] = ω 12 ω 34 − ω 13 ω 24 + ω 14 ω 23 = 1 8 ε µνρσ ω µν ω ρσ ∈ Z , (6.10)
where the first part is a direct consequence of (6.6) and implies that the topological charge depends only on the harmonic contributions. Inserting the harmonic contribution (6.9) into Q one then may work out the explicit form on the rhs. of (6.10) which also establishes that Q is integer. The result (6.10) completes our analysis of the topological charge, which for closed Villain variables obeys Q[F] = Q[2π n] = Q[2π h] and shows that the topological charge is integer-valued and is uniquely determined by the harmonics in the Hodge decomposition of the Villain variables. Using our construction of the topological charge we can define the partition sum for U(1) lattice gauge theory with a topological term,
It is interesting to observe the structural similarity but also the differences between the 4-d partition sum (6.11) and its 2-d counterpart (2.10). In both cases the gauge field action is the usual F 2 µν term and the topological charge depends only on the Villain variables. However, in 4-d this requires the implementation of the closedness constraint which removes monopoles, which in 2-d has no analogue.
For further understanding the roles of the monopoles we now discuss an interesting physical aspect of the abelian theta term which is also an important consistency check of our formulation, the so-called Witten effect. The Witten effect states that the theta term endows a magnetic monopole with the minimal possible magnetic charge m = 1 with an electric charge q = θ /2π.
In order to place a single monopole of magnetic charge m = 1 we relax the closedness constraint on a single 3-cube, and set 8 (d n) x, νρσ = δ (4) x, x 0 +2+3+4 δ ν,2 δ ρ,3 δ σ ,4 .
(6.12)
The exterior derivative vanishes everywhere, except for the single 3-cube with orientation ν = 2, ρ = 3, σ = 4 and root site x 0 +2 +3 +4, where the shift2 +3 +4 was chosen for notational convenience. Evaluating the topological charge with this choice of constraints for the Villain variables one finds (here we use the abbreviationŝ ≡1 +2 +3 +4)
where in the first step we have isolated the mixed terms from the quadratic ones and in the second step used Q[d A] = 0. In the third step we used a straightforward but lengthy calculation [5] , and in the last step we inserted the choice (6.12) for the constraints. Thus when adding the topological term i θ Q[F] to the action, the monopole generates the term i θ 2π
Obviously the magnetic monopole couples to the gauge field, which here appears as the averaged 1-componentĀ x 0 , 1 = (A x 0 , 1 +A x 0 −ŝ, 1 )/2, with a charge q = θ /2π, as expected for the Witten effect. This result constitutes an important consistency check for our approach to the lattice discretization of the topological charge.
Having identified a suitable lattice discretization of the 4-d abelian topological charge, the whole formalism will be developed further in our upcoming paper [5] . We will show that the topological term can be generalized further and extended to a whole family of different discretizations of the topological charge. Based on this generalization it is possible to construct a self-dual 4-d U(1) lattice gauge theory with a topological term that is obtained as a linear superposition of the members of the family of topological charges. This clearly is a highly interesting finding, since self-duality can be used to obtain non-perturbative insight into observables in the presence of the topological term. In yet another generalization step we couple bosonic matter fields to the gauge fields and find that if electrically and magnetically charged field are coupled in a symmetrical way, also the gauge-Higgs model with a topological term becomes fully self-dual.
Summary and outlook
In this proceedings contribution we have presented an overview of results from our program [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] where we consider the lattice discretization of topological terms in abelian theories. Our approach is based on a formulation [3] of the U(1) lattice gauge theory which leads to a Villain action that in the presence of a topological term is generalized such that also the topological charge Q is taken into account. We show that for both, 2-d and 4-d the topological charge is a function of only the integer-valued Villain variables, where in the 4-d case a closedness constraint for the Villain variables was used to remove the abelian monopole contributions.
Part of this overview presentation are tests of the 2-d and 4-d topological charge definitions. For the 2-d case we show that two different definitions of the topological charge based on the formulation in [3] both obey the index theorem in the continuum limit. This is an important check for a lattice discretization of the topological charge since in a gauge theory with fermions the index theorem is the link between topological excitations and fermion phenomenology. For the 4-d case we show that the topological charge receives contributions only from the harmonic part of the Hodge decomposition of the Villain variables, which establishes the topological nature of our discretization of Q. Furthermore we show that the Witten effect is implemented correctly, implying that in the presence of a topological term a monopole with magnetic charge m = 1 receives an electric charge of q = θ /2π.
Besides the construction of the topological charge and studies of its properties we also present results of an application of our new formulation for the topological charge in a Monte Carlo analysis of the 2-flavor U(1) gauge Higgs model at topological angle θ = π. The simulation is based on a worldline/worldsheet representation which overcomes the complex action problem. We present first results for the phase diagram of the model whose structure is determined by the breaking of the non-trivial charge conjugation symmetry at θ = π, as well as breaking of the flavor symmetry when varying a relevant deformation parameter in the 2-flavor self-interaction. A more detailed analysis of the types of transitions across the phase boundaries is in preparation [6] .
There are several possible directions for further studies, which we partly have already started to work on. As already outlined in the end of Section 6, in 4 dimensions one may use a more general definition of the topological charge to construct a fully self-dual U(1) lattice gauge theory with a topological term [5] . This theory can be extended to a gauge Higgs model with electric as well as magnetic matter which again can be shown to be fully self-dual [3, 5] , and we have started to explore the consequences of self-duality also with numerical simulations. Yet another interesting case to study are U(1) gauge Higgs models in 3 dimensions, where it was shown [3] that with our discretization we may control the charge of monopoles and study the corresponding physics with Monte Carlo simulations. Also for this application of our formalism numerical studies are planned for the near future.
